
EVERYONE HAS NEEDS AT THE MOVIES
Ben Hitchcock Cross takes a look at the endowment Gabriel Gryffyn gives some suggestions for the winter break

ST. JOHN'S COMMANDMENTS GETTING THINGS DONE
More "Thou shalt nots" of St. John's Timothy Mitchell's next installment of after-seminar woe



The  Moon

To the editors and readers of The Moon,
A few words on the Apocalypse seem appropriate as the SJC community prepares to go home 

and await the Big Night. The last Signs of the Apocalypse column was focused and clever, reminis-
cent of the earliest Signs columns, which had a knack for exposing the peculiarities and the hypoc-
risies of the modern world. It was also, however, somewhat tainted with traces of a fever that seems 
to be popping up with increasing regularity in the column and throughout the previously men-
tioned community. This fever is more than mere irony, the reigning affliction of the times.

As a body of young “intellectuals,” we feel almost obliged to satirize our surroundings, but the 
brand of satire that St. John’s has been churning out lately aims at the cheap targets, ones which are 
easy, common, and stale. Microsoft, Borders, Anything.com, Happy Meals, Hollywood, Bank of 
America, Citizens of America. This last target is the most pervasive and the worst of all. How easy 
it has become for us all to slap a black hat onto the head of the nameless, faceless American, how 
easy to mock his addiction to Coca-Cola Big Gulps and other relics of the Capitalist Corporate 
Culture. And yet we all turn away, like so many Oedipal twentysomethings, from the uncomfort-
able fact that it is our families and ourselves being exposed. How will we come to terms with our 
own sneering when we realize that it is directed at a culture which has left its indelible imprint on 
our souls? Now, as we joke about the looming Apocalypse, is the time to decide, because the real 
Apocalypse will certainly not come wearing the mask of Big Bad Corporate Wolf, it will come in 
the smug intellectual hypocrisy we use as a weapon against those we love most, against wherever we 
came from, and against wherever we are destined to go. This New Year’s Eve, I would suggest that 
we all resolve to select the targets of our ridicule with the self-consciousness and elegance one 
would expect from this intellectual community.

—Lauren Sweeney, ‘01

I want, ask
I want to breathe in the same air that lovingly bears your voice, to connect myself impercepti-

bly to you, then to exhale this very breath, imparting a new motion to it, my voice, yearning, 
reaching for a renewed connection with you. This air, these voices shall smell sweet. They will 
lack the stale stench imbued from the ancient, labyrinthine catacombs of wisdom; they will leave 
behind the aimless unfocused force of conjecture founded upon time-eroded ideas. Great things 
only happen now, immediately, our hands weaving wisdom through living threads and forging 
pregnant, existing truth. I want overwhelming inspiration, creative and moral; I want to live 
through inspiration; I want other living people to inspire me. When shall I dream or act, if not 
now, in the instant, unencumbered by thoughts long past and worries protracted into tomorrow?

I ask you not to turn inward, Gabriel Gryffyn, I ask you to inspire me creatively. I ask you not 
to turn outward, Anthe Aliferis Kelley, I ask you to inspire me morally. But this call resounds to all 
ears: please heed it. I do not want to talk about your seminar paper or colliding objects; you could 
say all that to anybody. Make me know you talk with me, living beside me, let us craft something 
of our own. Talk to me my friends, all of you. Please share something with me, bravely cross the 
fetid roaring gulf between us.

—Greg Grillot, '01

Need someone to talk to?
Counsellors are available to help with a variety of academic and personal concerns. 

Often:early intervention avertsJater difficulties. Don’t hesitate to call us.

Jan Arsenault: 983.2137 Jan Boyer: 982.4322>

LETTER FROM THE 
EDITORS

TheiiSpartan government ot The Moon, 
deeply frustrated with a depressing di-arih of; 
.submissions for the last is.sue of the .semcsiei, 
;has been forced to implement certain depart-
mental cutbacks. The Comittee for Staff 
Personell at The Moon h.i.s i limin.ited the po-
sitions of Vice President of T.isit .uid ludge- 
ment Moroux, Vice President of Clio .\ifaiis 
Brian Ballentinr, V'ice Pre^idcnt of .Moon- 
Tutor Relations Peters, Vice Pre.sideni of The 
A/ottn Embassy to France Blakesley. Vice 
President of Abstraction Shook. Vice Piesi- 
dciit ol CoMcciions .Maciag, and Vice I’lesi- 
dent of Foreign Affairs Veccitto. Fear not, 

i faithful readers: the traiioic' files have been 
destroyed. Their personas no longer exist.

For ihose stall members who remain, 
(i.e.. Vice President Mehihafl'j there will be 
no tihrisinias Bonus this year. Buy litile 
Timmy another wooden leg.

The extant staff of The Moon would like 
to .send the College community liandftils of 
figurative randy eanes and misileioe. For 
those who have not submitted to The Moon. 
we would like m :emind yoti that 
is under our emploj meni.

-Meriy Clirisimas. everyone. Respecting 
ihe tniileni.il aimageddmi, we would like to 
remind yoti of a passage from Revelation: 
"Do not (ear. I .im the fijsi and the la.si, 1 am 
he who lives, I have been dead, .tnd see. 1 am 
.ihve loievci and ever, .mtl I hold ilie kevs of 
deaihand 1 l.idcs. Vviiie, then, what yoti have 
.seen, and whji is and vvhat is lo be .iliei ihis"
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TniMpoN

HEY, EVERYONE HAS NEEDS
Bees need honey, St. Johns needs plenty 

more money
Suckers need education, wrongs need ref-

ormation
We need more honesty, and the Brat Kart 

needs a suites kitchen key
Honesty might not be the supreme vir-

tue, but at least we all know where we stand.
I would rather have people being honest than 
people being nice. The true source of com-
munity is honesty. If the best foundation is 
the most solid one, then what is better than 
honesty? Some say that keeping men honest 
is like kissing a porcupine dipped in maple 
syrup, sticky at best. I agree. Let us be rea-
sonable, all I ask for is a 20% increase in gen-
eral honesty. To that end, let me instruct 
you by means of a short fable.

In the second year of our Brat Kart there 
was a great drought of suites kitchen keys in 
the land. Fear that a lack of a hot bratwurst 
injection would lead to great turmoil and 
gnashing of teeth. Unafraid of the countless 
risks to my person I sought to trek to the far 
off land of the Housing Office in search of 
the suites kitchen key. Lucky for me I ar-
rived unharmed. No one cares about you.

At the housing office I inquired how to 
get a suites kitchen key. They told me that 
the Brat Kart needed to pay $15.00 US as a 
deposit on the key. I paid the $15.00 US 
with a check, so the people got their 
bratwurst and the precept in the room next 
to the suites kitchen got to smell pork fat 
and beer. At this point sausage selling 
reached the pinnacle of freshness in our 
times.

The second year of our Brat Kart ended 
as a success, particularly in its goal of keep-
ing me in hot sausage. At this point I di-
gress. Digress. The good times that are cur-
rently not following the Brat Kart to date 
are due to the abandonment of the two man 
method. One man must cook the brats, the 
second must pose the question: “Hey pink 
shirt do you want a bratwurst?” I set proper 
bratwurst distribution as a point of honour. 
Let the sophomores beware, if conditions in 
the Brat Kart’s operation don’t drastically 
improve, like the great Arthur, the Brat Kings 
will rise again and run the Brat Kart for 
profit. I need fur coats damnit. Undigress. 
The post reality era found me with no Brat 
Kart to run, a suites kitchen key, no money.

by Benjamin Hitchcock Cross, '01

and needs. I resolved to return to the Hous-
ing Office and return the key for money.

My return to the Housing Office was 
marked different affair than its predecessor. 
I returned the key, that much went fine. Af-
ter that point things fell apart. This is what 
I expected to happen: the reverse of the origi-
nal transaction. That is I gave them a $15.00 
deposit, they gave me the key, now I gave 
them the key back and they should have gave 
me my money. This is what happened: the 
opposite. I gave them the key and they gave 
me no money. When I asked where my 
money was I was told that instead of paying 
a deposit I had instead paid a fee. Render 
unto the Housing Office that which is Ben’s. 
When I tried to explain to the Housing Of-
fice that the nature of a deposit means that 
they had better give me my money, I got 
laughed at. In the real world when some-
body owes you money, you don’t get mad you 
take him to court. At St. Johns you get mad. 
And I was mad, at first.

I was real mad at this apparent fraud, in 
fact every time I recalled the incident over 
the summer I would grind my teeth and 
quake with rage, until I read the president’s 
report. If I had known that the school was 
broke I would have given them the money. 
If they had asked for the fifteen dollars I 
would have given it to them. I am a reason-
able guy, I don’t begrudge the college $15.00. 
I just wished they would have asked. A 20 
million-dollar endowment is nothing. To be 
totally bonest in 1995 my high school had 
an endowment seven times more than our en-
dowment in these boom times. It is granted 
that the college has not existed long. Never 
the less, one medium discrimination suit and 
say goodbye endowment. One large wrong-
ful death suit against the college syonara St. 
John's. Be rest assured that if I had taken 
LSD and fell to my death in 16 months the 
entire fortune of St. John's would be reduced 
to $5.34 only enough to take one potential 
donor out for a Mcdonald’s extra value meal. 
Let us be honest the college is broke, if not, 
then I want my $15.00 US.

Let us continue to be honest, every one 
who learns from St. John's has a stake in St. 
John's. The single greatest problem facing 
the college is penury, even more honesty. 
Why else would they take money form me? 
The most honest. Every Johnny has an equal

stake in seeing the college enriched, those 
who have one semester left, and those who 
have seven semesters left, just as those who 
will be here for years to come have. Alumni 
should remember that St. John’s success is 
their success, her failure is their failure. All 
alumni should give at least $5.00 per year to 
the college. Or at the very least tell every 
rich person you know to give, beg. If every 
Johnny past and present has a stake in the 
college, and the college’s biggest problem is 
lack of money, then every Johnny has a stake 
in enriching the college.

Please hold no great faith in my fable. 
The goal of my fable is not to accuse any 
one with crimes, I want to honestly show 
with some humor the sad plight of our col-
lege. Community be damned, let us look to 
the finances!! I like to be part of a solution, 
to this end I present a list of possible ways 
St. John's might enrich its self:

1) Install pay toilets
2) Sell indulgences
3) Start football team, make millions 

on merchandising
4) Discover magic, exploit for profit, 

not betterment of world
5) Start a for-profit criminal organiza-

tion, take over countries, farm peasants
6) Get rich quick via the intra-net trad-

ing
7) Pyramid scam, pyramid scam, pyra-

mid scam
8) Sell students, who don’t make the 

cut, to gypsies
9) Fine students ridiculous amounts of 

money in end of year dorm inspections
10) Declare sovereignty, occupy nearby 

lands, declare feudalism, farm peasant
11) Get commercial sponsorship, for ex-

ample the college might require tutors to say: 
“Euclid prop V. 11 is brought to you by the 
Monsanto corp.” etc.
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A Final Rebuttal

by AK-47, Anthe Kelley, '01

, /

THfi^lpON

So a nerve has been hit, finally. Or maybe that nerve has just been 
dangling there, exposed, for far too long. Well, I say it's about time 
you sucked it in. But I guess I am unpopular for my disinterest in 
indulging insecurities.

I am sorry for your rotten childhoods. I am sorry for your masks. 
I am sorry you are afraid to show your own faces. I am sorry you have 
nightmares of fourth grade. I have a history, too, after all, and now 
that you mention it, I feel like some of my seventh grade splendors 
are repeating themselves. People used to enjoy writing tastefully on 
the walls about me; "Anthe is a nigga lover"; "For a good time call 
325.5058." I used to try to confront all these people individually. In 
fact, I did. And it wore me out. I learned what the word "arrogant" 
meant because someone I didn't know used it to describe me in a 
"slam book.' It looks like I could be in the same place now (who said 
history repeats itself?). Only now I'm at our "kinder, gentler" St. 
John's, where we call each other Mr. and Ms. out of some pretense of 
respect and equality. (And maybe I should remind you all that I've 
been around this place for a longer time than most.) And you know 
what? I don't care to plug into your Peking hype. I don't need to 
confirm myself in this bubble. I don't need to hide under the guise of 
being a delinquent genius. It it works for you, I wish you the best. 
You can go on thinking you are on top of the world that you are so 
desperately afraid to set foot in. And what's more, I don't give a f#ck 
about community here either. There is none, and so I am sorry I have 
wasted my breath and exasperated you. I won't waste my time any-

ANNUAL CRIME 
REPORT
September 1998-August 1999
by Basia Miller, Assistant Dean

0 Murders 
0 Rapes 
0 Robberies 
0 A^ravated Assaults 
7 Car Burglaries
0 Car Thefts

Other Incidents Handled by College Administrators

? Attempted Thefts 
16 Car Tows 
6 Obscene Phone Calls 
5 Other 
24 Thefts
1 Trespass
10 Vandalism
2 Vehicle Accidents

more trying to name certain evils in order to eradicate them. I shold 
have known better than to think that I could maybe help make things 
better. Here books are called teachers, so perhaps that's why they're 
give more precedence than the rest of us. But that's all a lie. You 
cannot learn what we do, and have an understanding of the founda-
tion fo the Western World, while ignoring the human and common 
element it was conceived in—and then go on ignoring the living be-
ings around you. So you can think you are privileged and elite, and 
that you are ahead of the rest of the world. But your privilege is a lie, 
thus it is no privilege at all. It is a loss. Still, you can say you are 
right: all this ends up being a waste of time anyway. There's no need 
to confront it. Afterall, it's not easy to look at.

So absorb yourself in your books instead. You will remain right. 
And I will be a prattling fool, ranting at things that I "generate" in my 
own mind. If you'd like to see it that way, it's your choice. Obvi-
ously, I have made choices, too. So, you are right. You win. But you 
lose in the winning. You lose your freedom and your vision and your 
capacity to fulfill. You lose your heart and your mind and your spirit, 
and you don't even see it, so you remain self-satisfied and wretched. 
So you may stand as tall as you like in your darkness. I'll take another 
route, thank you very much, and you won't have to fear my acknowl-
edging you in the future.

Last Minute 
Shopping? 

Out of Ideas?
Do it at the 

St. John V College 
Bookstore
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ST. JOHN'S 
COMMANDMENTS

continued...
by Edward Conway, '02

£=VM7

It is with a heavy heart of plastic that I 
return with this, the most recent work chan-
neled from the entity known as E=KC^. The 
once holy disciple, Brother Kovsky, had a fall 
from grace which lead him to be smited most 
verily. Yea, though I lose my companion, wilt 
I continue to speak the holy words of E=KC^.

These, being the final five command-

ments;

6. Thou shalt not question the word of thy 
most holy tutors.

Faileth thou to follow this command-
ment and ye shallt be smittenethed, and 
smittenethed repeathedly.

7. Thou shalt not suffer a free thought to 
live.

Any illusions of glory shalt be losteth in 
thy freshmen year, thereafter, if thou shalt 
speaketh outside of quotes, shalt thou per-
ish utterly, and be demoted to the level of 
freshmen.

8. Thou shalt honor thy Writer Assistants.
For, verily hath it been revealed to me.

These Holy Ones are the only souls who shalt 
readeth thy paper. These great ones shall be 
raised high most greatly in glory, for they 
holdeth in their right hands the red ink that 
is sheep’s blood, and in their left, a transcript 
of your orals for the most high Registrar.

9. Thou shalt hribeth thou thy Persons Of 
Tute.

Forsooth hath no soul lost hope, who did 
not first endow their holy P.O.T.s with great 
heaps of pot, 30 pieces of silver, and the 
blood of a lame lamb, slain on All Hallows 
Eve.

10. Thou shalt forever hide thy face, until 
after thy orals be finished.

Thy Most Holy P.O.T.s needeth not 
verily thy humble presence. Nor is a paper 
even called for: merely turneth thou in a ran-
som note, with the holy words: “If $2.47 be- 
eth no placethed by ye fish-swimming place 
fore next motn, wilt thou my paper never 
see.”

And thus shalt thou eventually be exalted 
to the rank of P.O.T, and great will be your 
glory in speaking such that nary a soul un-
derstands thee.

HOROSCOPES
by Eddie Kovsky, 'OJ

Hey, it’s Christmas time. And in the spirit of Christmas vacation, some of us are clocking 
out early and starting our vacations ahead of schedule. The stars are no exception to this rule. 
It would appear that they have gone super-nova ahead of time (in a manner of speaking), aind 
because of this I was unable to get complete predictions from them; * So do the best with what 
you have.

Aries March 21-April 19
Due to some unforseen circumstances, you will be unable to party this new year. No matter 

though. Since no one can decide when the next millennium actuallystarts, you’ll have thei 
opportunity to celebrate the start of the next century a second time.

Taurus April 20-May 20
Remember Napoleon? You will become something like him. I think. This cither means 

that you will conquer the world, or that you will become very short.

Gemini May 21-Jtme 20
There’s a small family of cute woodland creatures living in your Christmas tree. It’s a good 

thing they’re cute, or you would have to evict them.

Cancer June 21-July 22
You will receive a Christmas gift that you tell everyone you absolutely hate even though you 

know that deep down inside it was exactly what you wanted.

Leo July 23-August 22
Knock before you enter, because you can never know for certain what’s happening on the 

other side of the door. Especially if you live on the other side of that door.

Wxg}3 August 23-Sept. 22
Remember the best way to always get what you want is to ask for gift certificates. Or even 

better, cash.

Libra Sept. 23-Oct. 22
You will become the sexiest man/woman on the ftice of the planet. Not that you aren’t 

already.

Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21
Have you ever tried throwing snow down someone’s back? You should. It’s funny.

Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21
In years past, Santa has often gotten his big bag of presents mixed up with his big bag of 

dirty laundry. So don’t be surprised if you get dirty socks for Christmas.

Capricorn Dec. 22-Jan. 19
Look here, Scrooge. Christmas is a happy time for celebrating, so loosen up and enjoy 

yourself (Eggnog helps). Otherwise I’m going to force you to watch Christmas Carol over and 
over until you’ve learned your lesson. The Muppets version, that is.

Aquarius Jan. 20-Feb. 18
The only thing more fun than putting the Christmas decorations up is taking them down. 

And as you drape the tree in Christmas lights, you should remember that if one light goes out, 
they all go out; I’m not sure what this means for you, but it sounds important; If you figure it 
out, please let me know;

Pisces Feb. 19-March 20
You will have your cake and eat it too. And like it.
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AT THE MOVIES
by Gabriel Gryfjyn, '00

Well, folks, another few weeks have come and 
gone, and amazingly enough between translating 
Baudelaire and reading Tolstoy, I have managed to 
raise my apathy and depression level just enough to 
run out and catch a few flicks. Not many, mind 
you, because there’s still Einstein and Schroedinger 
to deal with, but a few. Ma)foe you’ll manage to 
sneak away long enough to catch a few of these.

In the theatre...
Dogma
Jay and Silent Bob strike again. If you haven’t 

seen Clerks, Mallrats, or Chasing Amy, don’t worry, 
you will still find Kevin Smith’s latest creation darn 
firrmy. If you have seen one or all of these movies, 
more’s the better, you’ll appreciate the litde inside 
jokes. Matt Damon and Ben Affleck are two angels 
doomed to spend eternity wandering the earth. 
When Church doctrine creates a loophole that will 
allow them to return to heaven, it is up to a lapsed 
Catholic and the “prophets” Jay and Silent Bob to 
save the world. An incredibly irreverent commen-
tary on religion ensues, not the least manifestations 
of which are George Carlin as a Cardinal and Alanis 
Morisette as God. In my humblest of opinions. 
Dogma is the best film in this “series” so far.

Rating; Augustine is rollir^ over in his grave

The Bachelor
You’re wondering why on earth I’m going to 

see a Chris O’Donnel/Renee Zellwegger movie, 
aren’t you? Well, to make a short story long, a friend 
of mine with a penchant for romantic comedies 
dragged me to see it (you know who you are), and 
because I had nothing better to do that night, and 
he is devastatingly handsome, I went. This movie is 
a fairly standard chick flick with a tired plot (cute 
guy must get married in 24 hours or lose his for-
tune), however [embarrassed blush] it was rather 
funny. The mush faaor was relatively low and the 
jokes were entertaining. Take your date to see this 
one. Maybe such an obvious display of your sensi-
tivity will get you—um—z kiss on the cheek after-
ward.

Rating: You can take your date to see this one 
and not have to purge afterward

Deep Blue Sea
Can I see a movie with killer sharks? Affirma-

tive. How about hyper-intelligentidller sharks? But 
of course. Genetically engineered hyper-intelligent 
killer sharks? Is there any other kind? What about 
a movie with genetically engineered hyper-intelli-
gent killer sharks that featuress a known rap star? 
Why yes. Ok then, what about a movie with ge-
netically engineered hyper-intelligent killer sharks

which graphically portrays at least one dismember-
ment and contains one reference to female mastur-
bation, and where most of the cast die horrible, 
mutilating deaths and the known rap star is the only 
survivor? Easy. Catch Deep Blue Sea, all this and 
Saffron Burrows half-naked to boot.

Rating: Continuity problems? Plot holes? 
Defiances of the laws of physics? Hey, it never both-
ered you in Star Trek

TeachingMn. Tingle
High school grade grubbers kidnap witty, but 

nasty teacher. The kids win, go fig. Not nearly as 
bad as I was expecting.

Rating; Your tutors might not want you to see 
this one

On video...
Wild Things
If you ever held doubts after Saeam that Neve 

Campbell was a goddess. Wild Thinp'fM put them 
aside for you. This movie has more plot twists than 
the Usual Suspects, but keep in mind while you’re 
watching it that the improbability and over-aaing 
is intentional. This movie is supposed to be funny. 
Available at the most exalted of video stores— 
Hastings—for a mere 99 cents.

Rating; Never trust a sailor

TWENTY THINGS NOTTO DO WHILE 
HOME FOR WINTER BREAK

The holidays are hard enough for regular 
people, but Johnnies have an added problem in 
which they must overcome in order to have a 
fruitful and pleasant break. In the helpful spirit 
of guidance toward our dear community, I 
would like to offer the following tidbits of 
advice fot what not to do while home or wher-
ever you may find yourselves.

#20. Demonstrate cat-dissection tech-
niques on Fluffy

#19. Wow your Bible-thumping ftiend’s 
with Nietsche

#18. Get dtunk and yell random quotes 
from the Meno —in Greek

#17. Go to church wearing a sign that 
reads “Sacrilege or not. I’ve got to crap” 

#16. Tell Mom how much you miss the 
food in the cafeteria

#15. Tell Dad you’re converting to the

by Edward Conway, '02

worship of phallic statues
#14. Tell Grandma about all the fun in 

co-ed dorms
#13. Invite your friends over to initiate 

them into the cult of pot-smoking
#12. Get together with all your conser-

vative friends and read Plato’s Symposium 
#11. Go on a hike with your little 

brother, and bring along a copy of the 
Phaedrus

#10. Go cave exploring, and use rolled 
up copies of the Republic as torches

#9. Demonstrate that Aristotle is God 
#8. Apply Machiavelli to sibling rivalry 
#7. Wow everyone with recitations from 

the Socratic “You know nothing” proofs 
#6. Talk about how great Lucretius was 

for attacking organized religion, then spike 
the egg-nog with wormwood
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#5. Attempt to summarize all of 
Aristotle—in one sentence

#4. Teach you sister Greek 
#3. Read from Harvey as a bedtime 

story
#2. Put volumes of Summa Theologica 

in people’s stockings
#1. Read all the second semester semi-

nar readings...just to get ahead of everyone 
else



THb Moon

GETTING THINGS DONE
When I opened the door to my room this 

particular Thursday night, and really all Thurs-
day nights, I can’t wait to drop my books. Semi-
nar is over!

“Hi, my name is Menon, I’m a student at 
Saint John’s College. I love getting things done, 
and working is such a joy. Finishing St. John’s, 
going on to Graduate school, then to a job, then 
to retirement, wow, I can hardly wait. The fa-
vorite parts of my days are the motning and the 
night, because these are the times when I can 
make my check list for each day or all the things 
I have to do, and then put great big check marks 
next to all those things. Tonight, though. I’m 
tired, and I get a little break, because there are 
no tutorials tomorrow. Ahhh, so relaxing...

At least that’s how my night was going until 
a friend of mine down the hall started scream-
ing right out in the hallway, “Alive! Alive! Alive!” 

Naturally I ran out my door to see what the 
heck he was up to. What I saw confused me- 
this dormmate of mine jumping up and down 
on the dorm blowup doll, which was lying 
slashed to shreds at his feet. For some reason he 
gave the impression of being naked, even though 
he was fully clothed, save for his rolled up sleeves 
baring his arms.

“What in hell are you screaming about?” 
“I’m Alive! Alive! Alive!”
“What? Why are you screaming that?” 
“Because I am, because I choose to be, be-

cause I feel it, I feel why I want to be.”
“Wait, so you’re saying I don’t? I don’t feel 

alive? I don’t choose to be? I don’t want to be?” 
“I don’t know if you want to be alive, I don’t 

know what you feel.”
“You’re acting like you do, when you say 

things like that, it sounds as though you’re say-
ing no one else feels, or knows...”

“No I’m not. I’m saying what you are ca-
pable of, what we’re both capable of I am say-
ing we can be alive, we can feel it.”

“Can feel it, so you’re saying I don’t then.” 
“No I’m not. I’m saying that for myself, it’s 

easy to fall into habits, and from the people I’ve 
spoken with, I know they struggle too. You 
know, the habit of getting things done without 
ever asking oneself whether one really wants to 
get them done...this is a very difficult struggle 
for me, for my friends, for all of us. It’s hatd to 
have the fire in one’s eyes as it is in mine at this 
second, it’s difficult, thus this is an affirmation. 
But why don’t you tell me what you know, and 
stop stigmatizing me with your assumptions?” 

“I know people think you are an arrogant 
prick. I know most people don’t like you. I
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know you mope around and groan about how 
unsatisfactorily others are performing in your 
eyes. And I know you’re not performing any 
better than the rest of us.”

“Thanks for repeating public opinion, but 
do you think I care what other people think 
about me?”

“I guess you don’t, but you should...”
"I should, hmm? Why? I don’t? What are 

YOU implying about ME, now? It just so hap-
pens that I do care about others, a great deal in 
fact. However, I also care about what they think 
of themselves, what I think about myself I am 
not being simply arrogant, or a jerk, ask some-
one who knows me well enough and they’ll tell 
you I’m one of the kindest, most generous people 
they know. I have a hard time helping people 
who are hurting themselves, who hate them-
selves, etc. For this reason I let some people 
think I’m an ass, because then I cause no emo-
tional damage to anyone-a prick is supposed to 
act like one, it follows, but if a friend behaves 
like a prick, it doesn’t follow, it usually hurts.” 

“Nice story. So I’m supposed to believe you 
act like a jerk to protect others’ feelings? No 
way.”

“Believe what you want. I’m sorry to say this, 
but I don’t have time to care.”

“What? What do you have time for, then? 
What is this great quest you’re on that makes it 
okay for you to behave in any way you feel like 
with others? You’re forgetting, I have a class with 
you, so I know you’re not blowing anyone away 
with your knowledge of Greek.”

“Classes at Saint John’s aren’t necessarily the 
only places to toil or exhibit our toil while we’re 
here.”

“So then why can’t you just not be so impa-
tient with others in classes then, just let things

■i”go?
“How much are we supposed to let go in 

our lives? I let so much go, like the people vom-
iting all over the bathroom in our dorm, and 
not cleaning it up. I just step over the stuff and 
go about my life, even though it’s disgusting. 
Or maybe I should let it go too, when I hear 
people talking after class about how they didn’t 
do any of the reading, but they spoke more than 
anyone in the class, and didn’t they make it 
sound as though they knew what they were talk-
ing about? Great for those people, future law-
yers with their undergraduate degree from SJC. 
Hurray!”

“Why is it your place to say anything?” 
“Then is it MY PLACE, to wake up in the 

middle of the night, wander to the bathroom
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still half-asleep, and sit down on the wretch some 
drunk just left only hours before? If someone 
doesn’t say something, who is going to? Any-
way, this is dorm life here, 1 don’t have time to 
talk about this right now...”

“But you have time to jump up and down 
screaming because you feel alive?”

“Because I feel, yes.”
“Again, who are you saying doesn’t feel? 

Damn you.”
“All of us, a good part of the time. I’m not 

excluding myself here; I spend time habituated 
to getting things done. Be careful what you as-
sume about me, I might have already thought 
beyond where we are right now, dealing with 
your assumptions and accusations as we are 
again.”

“What? Are you saying this whole jumping 
on shredded blow-up dolls is some sort of staged 
act? This very argument? Using yourself as an 
object others react to in predictable ways? As 
though you’re some sort of piece of writing that 
is way above everyone’s head? That’s bullshit, 
man, you’d be above your own head too.”

“Right, there you go, now you’re starting to 
understand—the writing, living, etc. are all 
meant to swirl appearances and intentions. Tell-
ing myself off along with everyone else. A state 
of confusion, drawing us all in, or is it really? 
I’m breaking down my imitative self before you, 
before everyone, anyone. Imitating myself in 
fiction, because when one imitates an imitation, 
what is false unravels, the construct that is not 
truly self, but only a re-presentation falls apart, 
revealing the true state of affairs beneath. That 
is, in imitating myself hete in fiction, I also imi-
tate you, revealing to you as well as myself, that 
the me and you of everyday isn’t really us, not 
the us of feelings and blood coursing through 
our veins. It’s a Dionysian Experiment I’m at-
tempting here, demonstrating with myself as 
example, that it’s okay not to be strong 24-7, it’s 
okay not to always be right about everything we 
do in life. Admitting now, before you all that 
the whole purpose of all of this is because I do 
care about others a great deal, and I do want to 
be nice to people, and I’ve not been doing the 
best job of it. It’s fine that I haven’t been suc-
cessful so far, but now in admitting it, I can be-
gin trying again. attOpia (perplexity) of Plato, 
allowing me to let go of the pretense I hold most 
tightly, in order to reach for and hold the true 
again. It’s easy to forget this lesson though, it’s 
something we need to experience again-to be

"Getting Things Done" continued onp. 8
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Hey folks! Just a quick note to thank all of those who signed the petition this past week. So for, 
we have received about 225 signatures! Amnesty International would like to re-iteratc that we do not 
take a stand r^arding the guilt or innocence of Mumia Abu-Jamal. The purpose of the petition is 
merely to request that Mr. Jamal receive a fair trial. Please look for us next semester and stop by to 
learn how you can lend your support to the victims of human rights violations around the world. 
Thank you!

—Giovanna Vecchino, '01

Hear this!! Undergrads, grads, tutors and faculty: we want to fill the St. John's literary magazine, 
TAG, with your creations. We need fiction, poetry, translations, photos, drawings, paintings, and 
anything else fit to blacken a page. Please! We implore you for your work and we promise whole-
heartedly that this TAG shall be the greatest yet and ever, this promise fortified by the certain prospect 
of countless quality submissions from our undergrads, grads, tutors, and faculty.

Greg Grillot x4075 Tim Sparkman x4303 anything can go into our campus mailboxes, if it fits.
Winter break will be a wonderful time to craft TAG submissions. There will be a meeting after 

break for people interested in helping the projea along...
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stung by the sting-ray, or torpedo-fish, or more 
frankly, the <t)ap^iaKOV.”

“What the hell did you just say? That didn’t 
make any sense. See, you don’t even know what 
you’re talking about.”

“That’s just it, I do understand, this is where 
my toil is going on, where I show the fruits of 
my toil. This is the transitory nature of the self 
that I do understand, and the need to be reflex-
ive in life to ever really be a healthy person. Not 
to create great bulwarks to defend our artificial 
selves at all costs, not like most of the tutors 
here, but living in some manner of accord with 
my emotions. Don’t worry, I understand it, and 
I’d love to explain it more if you want me to, 
but I’m not promising in any way that this stuff 
will be easy, not at all.”

“What gives you the gall to say any of this?” 
“The fact that I believe it to be true, that I 

am right about these things. Assail my argu-
ments. If I’ve assumed a premise. I’ll make it 
explicit, but if you find a spot where I haven’t 
fully considered my argument, please, tell me 
so that I might understand correctly and not

erringly.”
“Go to hell you self-righteous bastard. I’ll 

be fine without your sophisticated tripe!”
“Sophisticated? Why? Because you don’t 

understand what I’ve been saying to you? What 
about me is sophisticated? This word implies a 
lack of presence, and lack of truth in the person 
speaking and things being said. I’m standing 
here before you, right now, saying these things 
to you. I am present, not like yourself, already 
starting to walk away from me...”

I couldn’t stand it anymore; I grabbed the 
tatters of the blowup doll from beneath his feet 
and started heading towards my room where I 
could try to patch it up.

'Tm sad for you Menon, how can you think 
that...”

Those final words made it into my room, 
but the rest fell upon the door, which was now 
closed. I needed to finish checking off the items 
on my daily to-do list. I had books to finish, 
facts to memorize, and success to attain in the 
world of today. With my door closed, closed 
and locked I could do these things without his 
poisoning words.
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